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Introduction

I am very sorry for sending in my re-review late. I feel strongly persuaded that the authors have put in more energy and hard work in this paper. Several issues raised in the previous version of the manuscript have been addressed.

I want to encourage them to do minor corrections and send it for publication. I do not think it should be referred back to me after effecting those corrections.

Minor Essential Revisions

Background

1. See page 5 para 1 line 8 for language correction

...... See it was the motivation

2. Page 6 para1 line 1

...... Fear abandonment, should be fear, abandonment or fear of abandonment

3. Page 7 para 1 line 1... less than, long term should have sign for greater than in bracket

Data analysis

Page 10 para 2 line 2 and 3 should be expunged ... We particularly closely examined whether the study objective matched with the study population as well as if the questions flowed in a logical sequence.

Ethical consideration

Page 10 line 2 - any time or to not answer specific ....... Reframe the sentence
Level of interest: An article whose findings are important to those with closely related research interests

Quality of written English: Needs some language corrections before being published

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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